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Papermakers on swing machines have long faced the dilemma of changing set-ups for grade 

type changes, and even sheet weight changes. Time taken to make these changes, bad paper 

produced, and quality issues related to using the same set-ups for different grades, create 

issues that put production needs at odds with sheet properties and standardization.  Tools are 

now available which provide a scientific methodology to make grade and weight changes into a 

standard “recipe” that keep machine operators from having to maintain “black book” settings 

which frequently cause production and quality issues, from shift-to-shift and run-to-run. 

In this case study, Cristini FiberScanOnLine 1.0 microwave consistency instrument were placed 

on machine producing linerboard and corrugating medium by means of a secondary headbox 

on a flat fourdrinier, followed by a vacuum box and a BelBond top wire unit.  

The objective of this case study was to maximize tonnage for each grade produced, by 

scientifically establishing the correlation between water removed between the secondary 

headbox and the BelBond unit, with the final output being maximum tons produced with desired 

sheet properties. Grades examined for these trials were medium and liner, ranging between 30 

and 90 gsm. 

The microwave consistency instrument was installed between the secondary headbox and the 

BelBond, after the vacuum box between the two units. These microwave instruments have a 4-

20 ma output which enabled the unit to control vacuum, ie, consistency, at the box before the 

BelBond by means of an adjustable valve. 

Since the machine was equipped with excess vacuum (as we have found most machines to be), 

two vacuum boxes were turned off on the base sheet to prevent the occurrence of sheet 

sealing, and which also create a significant reduction in vacuum required as well as reduced 

drive load. We also knew coming in that there is a narrow range of incoming consistencies to 

the top wire that successfully allows it to do its job of water removal, formation improvement and 

ply bond generation. 

A curve was then generated that plotted the microwave unit’s calculation of l/min. (from which, 

of course, consistency can be calculated) coming into the top wire vs. good tons produced for 

each grade and weight combination. During these trials it was sometimes necessary to adjust 

slice opening to get the required properties. 

The results of the trials are summarized as a) increases in speeds without the loss of sheet 

properties, b) additional projected good tons per day, and c) documented reductions in the 

amperage loadings to drive the forming section and vacuum blower.  Each grade and weight 

combination can now be “dialed in” to the microwave gauge which is connected through the 

DCS, to maximize production and optimize sheet properties without further adjustments from 

the machine operators. 


